The formal dimension can greatly condition the operation of an organization. The present article aims to study the mobilization of organizations' formal structures within educational institutions. To achieve this goal, I analyze the situations between 1858 and 1913 in which the bylaws and/or regulations of the Disadvantaged Children's Shelter of Horta (Asilo de Infância Desvalida da Horta-AIDH), the Azores, Portugal, are explicitly noted with different chairmen and administrations through documents found in the organization's archives. We find that these formal instruments are mobilized not only by the chairman and the administration but also by the governance, whether to justify the shelter's operation, legitimize decisions already made, or refer to the importance of these formal official normative guidelines. As a result, we find that this formal dimension is of the utmost importance, not only as a potential guiding framework but also for legitimizing action, even though it does not necessarily reflect the operations of an organization.
Introduction

The Relevance of Rules for Action in the Institution
The scientific community knows that educational activities occur within "the high dynamics of external and internal environment" (Levina et al., 2015, p. 234) . How reality is interpreted-representation-is important for delimitating reality in this environment and subsequent orientations for action.
According to Almeida (1990) , representations […] are socially engendered and shared knowledge with several practical functionalities in the interpretation and control of reality. They constitute explanatory, communicative, and operative references. They name and classify, produce images that comprise meanings, assign sense, and assist in their structured diversities to reproduce social and cultural identities. Systematic preferences are encompassed in representations that are called values, which provide to those who adopt them [sic] guiding elements of behavior. (pp. 123-124) Within the timeframe covered by this study, social representations of unprotected girls, as well as possible solutions, are materialized in children's and teenagers' foster homes in coordinated collective units (Serpa, 2015) -organizations in which these girls share in communal living (Serpa, 2014a) .
These organizations, in their specificities (Serpa, 2014a) , have their action classified by "guidelines for action" (Lima, 1998; 2001 , 2011a , 2011b , which establish formal standards and rules, such as bylaws and regulations that may work to legitimize their mission (Serpa, 2015) .
This fact does not prevent a certain type of uncertainty, or even tension, from arising from the relative autonomy of the organization's operations in relation to this formal dimension. Actors have relative autonomy and may comply, either to a greater or lesser extent, with officially established requirements (Serpa, 2014a; Friedberg, 1993; Torres, 2004 Torres, , 2006 Torres, , 2011 Perrenoud, 1994; Silva, 2011; Lima, 2011b) . Thus, "the long effect of a rule and www.ccsen its mainten its observa (Lima, 201 As elucida understand [… and the p. 6
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The present study aimed to analyze the mobilization of the AIDH's formal rules from 1860 (when the bylaws were approved) to 1913 (when they were revoked in favor of a new statutory system) through situations that explicitly referenced the bylaws and/or regulations by which the AIDH was governed.
Research Operation
This research was supported by a documentary study (Bardin, 1995) that focused on references to the archives of the Children's Home of Saint Anthony [Casa de Infância de Santo António] (the current name of the AIDH). The documentary's data collection took place over the long term and produced a large volume of documentation that became essential and central to the present diachronic study. Our attention was primarily focused on internal institutional documentation that referenced the organization or that formally described or implied compliance with the organization (bylaws and regulations), as well as minutes, books, and overseas correspondence. Because the documentation is over 100 years old, we opted to bring spelling in line with today's standards for our in-text citations.
We used this documentation to create the following dimensions, which served as guidelines for our presentation of results: the curriculum of the shelter's girls, the staff changes, the criticisms of the shelter's operations, and finally, the relevance assigned to bylaws and regulations.
Results
The Curriculum of the Shelter's Girls
The following institutional order was highlighted by the AIDH administration in order to justify procedures related to the education provided to the shelter's girls: "learning the subjects in compliance with the law" The bylaws, and especially the Regulations, were very thorough with respect to the lives of the students in the shelter. For example, with regard to the syllabus and study, education, and learning plans of the shelter's girls, the Regulation of 1876 established three educational dimensions: physical education (which referred to the domestic service at the shelter), moral and religious education, and literary education:
[…] the shelter's girls will be equally trained in the domestic jobs and services appropriate to their gender, such as cleaning and making the bed and kitchen and table service, and, in addition, they will learn to wash, repair, cut, and iron clothes (Regulation of 1876, Article 119).
Reading, writing, the four operations of whole and decimal numbers, the metric system, grammatical exercises, the general principles of morality, civility, Christian doctrine, sacred story elements of the Old and New Testament, sewing, knitting socks, embroidery, spinning, and other works appropriate to their gender (Regulation of 1976, Article 118). All of these procedures comply with the shelter's function of "inspiring a religious feeling in them, and the perfection of moral and social virtues and therefore quenching their curiosity about the objects presented for their contemplation and assigning them to applicable jobs" (Regulation of 1876, Article 130).
In this same regulation, an exception was made for the preparations of certain girls if they showed a "certain vocation for the teaching profession" (Article 120): "they will also be trained in the practice of primary education since the early childhood classes" Article 121 also had the following addendum: "only the shelter's girls who exhibit a certain vocation for the teaching profession will be trained in the exercises addressed in Article 127 of this regulation, upon deliberation by the chairman" (Article 136).
Staff Changes
At the staff level, the autonomy given to the principal (the in-house teacher directly responsible for the shelter's operations) triggered several instances of tension regarding her actions in relation to the administration, which was made up of only males. -10-1883 a 7-4-1897] ). This situation led to the principal's dismissal by the chairman, "who forced him to make use of the option granted in § 3 of Article 4 of the Bylaws, dismissing her yesterday with a letter in which he ordered her to turn in her keys to the students' representative" (Session of October 16, 1895 in the minutes of the Disadvantaged Children's Shelter of Horta. From Oct 1, 1883 to Apr 7, 1897).
For this dismissal, the following reasons were presented by the chairman to the Board of Directors, among others:
-Physical aggression against the students when the regulation in Article 144 forbids the use of corporal punishment ("Physical punishment is expressly forbidden. The principal is responsible for any breach of this precept") (Regulation of 1876, Article 144); -Noncompliance with the schedules of the regulation and her duties as principal, never waking up at the established time.
In another situation about dividing tasks among the staff, it was decided, "in compliance with the bylaws and regulations of the shelter", that two students would share the place of "principal's assistant" (one designated for school work and the other appointed for internal work in the shelter) (Session of November 30, 1884 in the minutes of the Disadvantaged Children's Shelter of Horta. From Oct 1, 1883, to Apr 7, 1897).
Criticisms of the Shelter's Operations
Although rare, there are examples of explicit criticisms of the shelter's operations. In one situation, which occurred on January 29, 1878, Civil Governor Visconde de Castilho questions the administration's actions in the following terms:
[…] according to Article 8, of the regulation of this shelter, the Board of Directors shall gather once a month, and extraordinarily whenever deemed necessaryconvenient, and because (for reasons unfamiliar to your good will) this useful regulatory provision has not been followed, I hereby request that you provide the reasons that have given rise to this omission. Therefore, I wish that you provide me the names of the current inspectors that the board appoints, according to no. This letter names the following regulatory provision, which, as one of the competences of the shelter's administration and one of the forms of surveillance of its operation, addresses "3-The appointment of three teachers" (Regulation, Article 7). The shelter's administration promptly appointed a teacher for a vacant position and replaced a deceased administration member. As a result, it openly sought to comply with the superior recommendations justified by the regulation "in compliance with the recommendations of this board" and the civil governor regarding the teachers and " [that] 
Importance Assigned to Bylaws and Regulations
The relevance of this formal normative dimension is visible in the mobilization of the regulations at the request by the president of the Municipal Chamber of Horta on May 16, 1877. This mobilization was made to justify the admission of a particular girl: "according to the regulation of the shelter, girls exposed or abandoned by their parents have preference in the admission; I hereby request compliance" (Request of the president of the Municipal Chamber of Horta, in the Copy of Official Letters of the Brotherhood of Saint Anthony and Disadvantaged Children's Shelter. From April 1872 to June 14, 1878).
Another situation that demonstrates the relevance assigned to the bylaws and regulations is the Sociedade Amor da Pátria's response to the possibility raised by the civil governor of assuming management of the shelter. The response listed the following conditions, which were recorded in the minutes of the meetings of the associates of the Sociedade Amor da Pátria, of March 14, 1872):
[…] the entire administration belongs to him, which will be regulated in bylaws developed by the general meeting that clearly define the composition, appointment and duties of the shelter's administration, of the respective employees, the applicable bookkeeping, ways of receiving and managing, obligations inherent to the Divine cult, and in general, whatever may contribute to the best physical, moral, and religious education of the shelter's girls. That in such regard, the bylaws will designate a committee of three respectable ladies, annually invited by the administration to internally manage the same shelter. The bylaws will be formulated according to the general precept that the institute's administration is a delegation of the "Amor da Pátria" Association. , 1903 , , to Sep 4, 1912 .
Currently, the Regulation of 1876 and Bylaws of 1860 remain in effect, as is evident from the following examples regarding the "visitor", the staff, the celebration of mass due to the death of brothers from the Brotherhood, the departure of the shelter's girls, and the festivities:
-As a surveillance norm, which is a reference to the concern for compliance with the regulatory standards which notes that "a member of the Board of Directors will be designated every month to visit the shelter; and in the capacity of visitor, he shall 1-Visit the shelter daily if he can, at different times of the day" (Article 83, Regulation of 1876). A monthly "visitor" of the shelter was appointed among the members of the board at the first session of the administrative committee. Mention of this visitor is also repeated in several minutes of following sessions of the administration (Until the session of September 4, 1912, in the minutes of the Brotherhood of Saint Anthony of Padua and Infante Dom Luis Shelter. From July 1, 1903 to Sep 4, 1912 ).
-At the investiture session, the appointment of a bookkeeper is found, mobilizing the Regulation of 1876, which is then in force and is acknowledged by this administration: "due to the considerable amount of bookkeeping service and in conformity with Article 22 of the bylaws of this shelter, approved by permit of the Civil Governor of Horta, on January 8 -On the departure of students, compliance with the Regulation of 1876 also seems to be followed, with such departure needing approval and a certificate from the parish or administrator with regard to how it can support the departure and both the approval and the certificate and the decision of the administration being filed with the secretary of "this Brotherhood" (Session of February 6, 1913; Session of March 9, 1913, In the approval document for these bylaws, (hereafter referred to as Bylaws of 1913), the following is stated:
[…] in compliance with the representations made by the Brotherhood of Saint Anthony of Padua, from the city of Horta, Faial island, and according to the applicable provisions of the administrative code and of the laws of April 20, 1911, and July 10, 1912 : and whereas said Brotherhood was, prior to the law of April 20, 1911, a charity association with the purpose of maintaining the disadvantaged children's shelter as per its bylaws approved by charter of May 9, 1860, in which there was nothing that would contradict the provisions of said law, for which Article 39 of the same law was not applicable, and thus, said brotherhood was not in accordance with the ordinance of November 18, 1911; Whereas the new bylaws that the Brotherhood voted on at the general meeting of October 27, 1912 and were entered in this Civil Government on the 31 st of the same month, and whereby they shall substitute the aforementioned bylaws, are in perfect agreement with the aforementioned law of April 20, 1911, as well as additional legislation on the matter (Document of Approval of the Bylaws of 1912 by the Civil Governor of Horta).
In the same Bylaws of 1913, the following is highlighted:
[…] in cases not mentioned in these bylaws, the brotherhood will be governed by the laws and general regulations that are in force, and especially by the law of April 20, 1911, which the brotherhood declares it will adopt as its main statutory law in all its provisions, whether related to precepts or prohibitions (Bylaws of 1913, Chapter 9, General provisions, Article 52).
Once again, we see the importance and centrality, at that time, of the Law of April 20, 1911-the law about the separation of church and state-and, in the case of the AIDH, a need to explain its statutory adherence to the new regime in compliance with few, but very significant, differences between those Bylaws of 1913 and the Bylaws of 1860. On this matter, we highlight the very significant exception that arises in these Bylaws of 1913: the
